
  

  Galatians, Free in Grace 

(15) Walking in the Spirit 

 

 

 

 

Our responsibility to one another, in the Spirit…6:1-5 

 

What is the correct reaction when a brother is overtaken in a sin? 6:1a 

 One who is spiritual (walking in the Spirit) should restore him gently. Love in action.  

What is the attitude of the one doing the restoring? vs.1b  5:23 

 First, it’s done gently. Second, it’s done carefully! Don’t get drawn in. See ICor.10:12  

What is the correct reaction toward a brother who has an extraordinary burden? vs.2 Rom.15:1 

 Come alongside and help to carry. This is the point in James 2:15-17. True faith WORKS  

Evan as James says, what should be our measure? vs.3-4 

 Honestly examine yourself! Don’t be self deceived. Are you acting out of love?   

How would the Judaizers react to a brother overtaken in a sin? 5:26; Lu.18:9-14  Mt.7:1-5 

 Quick to criticize. Trumpet how they would never do this. Pride in self works.   

Why is there no contradiction in vs.2 and vs.5? 

 Two different words. vs.2=extraordinary burden  vs.5=soldier’s backpack, ie normal load  

 

 

 

God’s immutable Law of sowing and reaping…6:6-10 

 

What is the correct relationship for teacher/student in the Word? vs.6 

 Those who receive spiritual instruction should share all good things with pastor-teacher.  

What is the sober reminder of verse 7?  Ps.39:4-5 

 Don’t kid yourself. God cannot be mocked! We reap what we sow. Just like gravity…  

What are the only (2) types of seeds available to a believer? vs.8  5:19-21; 22-23 

 Sow to the flesh, reap deeds of the flesh. Sow to the Spirit, reap eternal life. No others.  

What is implied in the term ‘mocked’? 

 Mocked = ‘snout’; to turn up one’s nose. To believe that God’s laws don’t apply to me.  

Why is the sowing/reaping Law often ignored? vs.9  see Ps.73 

 Because the harvest may be delayed! Don’t give up in doing good. Never give up…   

What often happens to those unsaved who seem to ‘get away with it’? IThess.5:3; Ps.37:35-36 

 The harvest comes suddenly and they will not escape. God will not be mocked.   

So what does sowing to the Spirit look like? vs.10 

 Therefore: as we have opportunity, do good to everyone, especially the family of believers  

What are some ways this might be done? 

               

 

 


